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ABSTRACT 

The named of this project is Fan Generator. This simple project are built to generate the 

electricity by using the green energy which is wind energy. The have a few components that 

should provide in this project such as Alternating Current (AC) motor, the blade of fan and the 

rectifier also the LCD displays and the battery. The electrical energy is generate from the 

mechanical energy. The mechanical energy that means in here is the spinning of blade on the 

AC motor that will make magnetic field in the motor produce electricity. The AC motor were 

used have same structure with the AC Generator so it still can generate electricity. The amount 

of electricity that produce could be have loss compare to the generator because the AC motor 

through the process name regeneration. Furthermore, value of the electricity that will generate 

also depend on the fast of the blade spinning. The faster the wind through the blade and make 

the shaft of motor spinning, the more electricity were generated. As the project used the AC 

motor, so it need to use the rectifier to change from Alternating Current (AC) to Direct Current 

(DC). With the rectifier the LED can light up. The brightness of the LED can show that the 

brighter LED light up the higher current was generate. Also the battery also can function as 

placed to store charge. The LCD that were used in this project are to show the amount of voltage 

in volt unit and the current in milli ampere that contain in the battery that were store the charge. 

In a nutshell, this project is simple project that can build and used at home also it is a green 

project because it only used the natural energy which is wind energy and will not harm the 

surrounding. 
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